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<th>SITE TYPE</th>
<th>EQUIPMENT</th>
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</tr>
</thead>
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</table>

**Mercer County:**

- **CAVC - 381**
  - **SITE NO:** 381
  - **COUNTY:** 43
  - **ROUTE NUMBER:** 3730
  - **SEGMENT:** 43016
  - **OFFSET:** 1572
  - **TRAVEL DIRECTION:** E
  - **LOCATION DESCRIPTION:** 0.9 mi. N of PA 718 (Sharon)
  - **SITE TYPE:** CAVC
  - **EQUIPMENT:** DL - Double Loop Sensor
  - **TELEMETRY:** Operational
  - **POWER SOURCE:** Solar
  - **ACTIVATION DATE:** DEC 2017
  - **SITE COORDINATES:** 41.2596879967471,-80.5145496356401

- **CAVC - 325**
  - **SITE NO:** 325
  - **COUNTY:** 43
  - **ROUTE NUMBER:** 3654
  - **SEGMENT:** 43004
  - **OFFSET:** 0797
  - **TRAVEL DIRECTION:** E
  - **LOCATION DESCRIPTION:** 1.3 mi. W of I-376 (West Middlesex)
  - **SITE TYPE:** CAVC
  - **EQUIPMENT:** DL - Double Loop Sensor
  - **TELEMETRY:** Operational
  - **POWER SOURCE:** Solar
  - **ACTIVATION DATE:** AUG 2016
  - **SITE COORDINATES:** 41.1831180848593,-80.4693017149742

- **CAVC - 325**
  - **SITE NO:** 325
  - **COUNTY:** 43
  - **ROUTE NUMBER:** 3654
  - **SEGMENT:** 43005
  - **OFFSET:** 0847
  - **TRAVEL DIRECTION:** W
  - **LOCATION DESCRIPTION:** 1.3 mi. W of I-376 (West Middlesex)
  - **SITE TYPE:** CAVC
  - **EQUIPMENT:** DL - Double Loop Sensor
  - **TELEMETRY:** Operational
  - **POWER SOURCE:** Solar
  - **ACTIVATION DATE:** AUG 2016
  - **SITE COORDINATES:** 41.1833754438227,-80.469532264218

**Total:** 2

- **WIM - 502**
  - **SITE NO:** 502
  - **COUNTY:** 43
  - **ROUTE NUMBER:** 3658
  - **SEGMENT:** 43008
  - **OFFSET:** 1020
  - **TRAVEL DIRECTION:** S
  - **LOCATION DESCRIPTION:** 1.4 mi. W of PA 173 (Virtual WIM Both Directions)
  - **SITE TYPE:** WIM
  - **EQUIPMENT:** DL - Double Loop Sensor
  - **TELEMETRY:** Operational
  - **POWER SOURCE:** AC
  - **ACTIVATION DATE:** JAN 2001
  - **SITE COORDINATES:** 41.1977495661599,-80.0996289736506

- **WIM - 502**
  - **SITE NO:** 502
  - **COUNTY:** 43
  - **ROUTE NUMBER:** 3658
  - **SEGMENT:** 43009
  - **OFFSET:** 2050
  - **TRAVEL DIRECTION:** S
  - **LOCATION DESCRIPTION:** 1.4 mi. W of PA 173 (Virtual WIM Both Directions)
  - **SITE TYPE:** WIM
  - **EQUIPMENT:** DL - Double Loop Sensor
  - **TELEMETRY:** Operational
  - **POWER SOURCE:** AC
  - **ACTIVATION DATE:** JAN 2001
  - **SITE COORDINATES:** 41.1979420760264,-80.1000340301268

**Total:** 1

**County Total:** 3